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TAMCO uPVC Windows + Doors are designed, produced and installed to

A wide product range and individuality are our strengths and include

ONLY QUALITY HAS A FUTURE.

TAMCO Gulf Ltd., a UAE-German joint venture, is a manufacturer of a wide range of quality uPVC
Windows + Doors, Conservatories and Curtains Walling Systems under the brand name TAMCO

TAMCO uPVC Windows + Doors are custom designed for a lasting value and offer extremely high 
standards of functional reliability and user comfort and are manufactured from basic profiles               
extruded in Germany to RAL Specifications to match the Middle East conditions

TAMCO thermally broken Curtain Walling System in uPVC cladded steel structure are produced 
under the technical assistance of the world’s market leaders and are custom designed to fulfill the 
latest regulations on heat insulation

Our manufacturing facilities in Sharjah, UAE marketing headquarters in Germany, and our dedicated 
team of sales & service personnel have enabled us to establish ourselves as reliable professionals in 
the business of Fenstertechnologie (Window Technology)  

withstand the extreme desert heat and the harshest of weather conditions prevailing in the 
Arabian Gulf and Africa
considerably imporove upon the characteristics of thermal insulation and noise reduction, by 
using advanced profile design and quality double glazings
reduce draught to an absolute minimum and are waterproof by using specially designed 
concealed EPDM gaskets
require low maintenance and are free from electrolytic corrosion in saline and humid conditions
(coastal climates of the Arabian Gulf and Africa)
provide an appreciable level of security with systematically reinforced frames of galvanised 
steel, together with the multiple primeter locking system

decorative accessories, such as Georgian bars which are an indispensable design elements in 
today’s architechture
Louver rolling shutters which combine aesthetic elements with very practical user advantages, 
by providing protection against the sun, weather conditions and burglary

For your choice of Windows, whether square, curved or of inclined design, with turn/tilt, sliding, 
tilt/slide or fixed features and sliding or folding patio Doors, we always have the appropriate solution

Curtain Walling Systems, Conservatories and a wide range of automated window accessories like roller 
shutters, awnings, rollup flyscreens and rollup blinds are a few of the various choices we could offer

All componentes used by (TAMCO uPVC Windows + Doors) are approved by the ‘Institute für             
Fenstertechnik e.V., Rosenheim’ and the ‘Frauenhofer ’Institute für Bauphysik, Stuttgart.’

We at TAMCO Gulf Ltd., remain committed to quality because we believe that:

info@tamco.ae


